Abstract Multi-site electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) oximetry, using multiprobe implantable resonators, was used to measure the partial pressure of oxygen (pO 2 ) in the brains of rats following normobaric hyperoxia and mild hypoxia. The cerebral tissue pO 2 was measured simultaneously in the cerebral cortex and striatum in the same rats before, during, and after normobaric hyperoxia and mild hypoxia challenges. The mean baseline tissue pO 2 values were not significantly different between the cortex and striatum. During 30 min of 100% O 2 inhalation, a statistically significant increase in tissue pO 2 of all four sites was observed, however, the tissue pO 2 of the striatum area was significantly higher than in the forelimb area of the cortex. Brain pO 2 significantly decreased from the baseline value during 15 min of 15% O 2 challenge. No differences in the recovery of the cerebral cortex and striatum pO 2 were observed when the rats were allowed to breathe 30% O 2 . It appears that EPR oximetry using implantable resonators can provide information on pO 2 under the experimental conditions needed for such a study. The levels of pO 2 that occurred in these experiments are readily resolvable by multi-site EPR oximetry with multi-probe resonators. In addition, the ability to simultaneously measure the pO 2 in several areas of the brain provides important information that could potentially help differentiate the pO 2 changes that can occur due to global or local mechanisms.
Introduction
The cerebral tissue is the critical site for pO 2 -dependent physiological and pathophysiological processes in the brain. Therefore, tissue pO 2 is the pertinent parameter for following these processes. In the past, surrogates had to be used for these values, such as the pO 2 available in the vascular system. Recently, more direct measurements EPR Center for Viable Systems, Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Dartmouth Medical School, Hanover, NH 03755, USA e-mail: huagang.hou@Dartmouth.edu have been made using oxygen electrodes. However, these methods have limitations due to the trauma associated with the introduction of the probe and are difficult to use for repeated pO 2 measurements. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) oximetry has the potential to provide repeated non-invasive measurements of tissue pO 2 at specific sites. This methodology has been successfully used to study the effects of various anesthetics, a hemoglobin modifier, brain tumors, and ischemia/reperfusion on brain oxygenation [1] [2] [3] . With the recent development of multi-site capability using multi-probe implantable resonators, it is now possible to gain insight into tissue pO 2 in specific areas of the brain with excellent sensitivity and precise localization [4] . This paper summarizes the results obtained using four multi-probe implantable resonators in the brains of rats subjected to normobaric hyperoxia and mild hypoxia. We have also investigated the response of different regions of the brain to these challenges.
Materials and Methods

Multi-probe implantable resonators
Oxygen sensitive lithium phthalocyanine (LiPc) crystals and implantable resonators were synthesized and fabricated in our laboratory. The properties of LiPc have been reported earlier [5] . The resonator has two sets of loops, a larger loop on one end and four small loops on the other end. The large loop is used to couple inductively to the L-band EPR spectrometer. The small loops contain LiPc aggregates which are coated with a highly gas permeable biocompatible Teflon AF 2400® (Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany). The small loops are implanted in the sites of interest and the larger loop is placed on the skull below the skin for coupling with the external loop resonator of the EPR spectrometer. The high density of the unpaired spins, combined with a narrow intrinsic line width of embedded LiPc crystals, allows measurements of pO 2 in the brain with an area of ∼ 0.1-0.12 mm 2 . Implantable resonators were calibrated before implantation into the brain and the EPR spectra reflect the average pO 2 on the surface of each probe. The response to oxygen of the probes (EPR line width as a function of pO 2 ) remained unchanged after implantation in the rats' brains, which allowed the monitoring of oxygen for several weeks [4].
Animal preparation
All animal procedures were conducted in strict accordance with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Dartmouth Medical School.
